
POLITICAL COMPROMISE

Political compromise is difficult in American democracy even though no one doubts it is necessary. It is difficult for many
reasons, including the recent increase in.

Mann, Thomas and Ornstein, Norman. Important as the common good is, it is less frequently invoked by
politicians and pundits than is the common ground. It will break him. Admittedly, there may be good reasons
for opposing a particular compromise, but they do not support a general resistance to compromise. In
numerous surveys over the past several decades, large majorities of Americans declared themselves in favor of
political compromise in general. They divert effort from the pursuit of classic compromises and make them
look even more like confused surrenders. In this survey, we update our long-standing trend on whether it is
more important to protect gun rights or control gun ownership. Neither answer is satisfactory. It is based on a
principle of reciprocity, which is at the core of many different conceptions of democracy. Yet the issue
remains contentious, at least in part because opposition goes significantly beyond the view that unauthorized
immigrants should simply be denied an opportunity to become citizens. But particular compromises are
contestable â€” most Americans usually want to contest them. Recognizing the distinctive logic of each is an
essential step toward making more space for desirable compromises, and restoring a better balance between
campaigning and governing in the democratic process. It spawns continual doubt about the motives of those
who settled for less. That would be like the attempt to specify precise principles in advance for distinguishing
between acceptable and unacceptable compromises, which we have shown is bound to be under-inclusive or
over-inclusive, if not both. First, consider the surrender. Presumably, universal health care coverage is a
principle, so there can be no compromise that would cover less than the entire American population or the
entire citizenry, if the principle is thought to apply only to citizens. Yet the classic compromise today offers
the best hope for political progress. The supporters, only fitfully taking up the compromising mindset, nearly
yielded. Voters must choose representatives who care enough about governing to take the risks of
compromising. Political philosophers share a similar ambivalence toward compromise. Six out of ten
Americans â€” including a majority of Republicans, independents, and Democrats â€” wanted the debt
supercommittee to compromise, even if they expected to disagree with its recommendations. Even in its
earlier phases, when a bipartisan compromise seemed not out of the question, both sides reinforced their
mutual mistrust by accusing each other of base motives. The third important strategy of economizing on
disagreement takes for granted that disagreement will persist on most issues. Reformers then turned to the task
of compromise within the Democratic Party, a challenge that turned out to be nearly as great. If politicians
never make campaign promises, their commitments are suspect, and their campaign is likely to suffer. He had
standing to say that this is the best we can get, and he provided cover for those in his party who might
otherwise be accused of selling out. Compromises are too easy to criticize simply because the results everyone
observes--which are often morally incoherent--are divorced from both the process and the alternatives that
presented themselves at the time.


